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This catalogue provides a selection of timepieces from our current collection. 
You can find more information and relevant details on the Junghans Website or 
in the new Junghans e-magazine. You can access the magazine via the QR-codes 
on each page or visit us directly at www.junghans-magazine.com.
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Junghans philosophy.

We give time character
and share our  passion  for 
w a t c h e s  w i t h  e v e r y o n e  w h o 

w a n t s  t o  e x p r e s s  t i m e .
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Aviation has always held a special fascination for Junghans. No wonder since historically the fields of 
aeronautics and chronometry are closely linked. In the 1930s, Junghans manufactured control panel 
instruments for aeroplanes and airships to measure flight time. In the 1950s, Junghans devised a now 
legendary pilot chronograph for the German Armed Forces. The latest Pilot models in our collection 
are also part of this tradition.

1917
On-board clock of an 
 airship that attained an 
altitude record of 7600 
metres

1920s
Zeppelin over Schramberg 

and Zeppelin on-board 
clock (1930s)

Time in flight:

A fascination with aviation.

1950s
Pilot’s chronograph J88/0111 for the  

German Armed Forces with the  
distinctive turning bezel

1930s
Junghans on-board clock 
and advertising motif from 
this period
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Pilot Chronoscope
27/3590.00

Pilot Automatic
27/4490.00

Our fascination with aviation is clearly evident in the Pilot models:  Distinctive luminescent 
numerals and hands on the dial ensure optimum readability. The ergonomically designed 
bezel provides exceptional grip, as well as an unique look.

Stainless steel case Ø 43.3 mm | bi-directional turning bezel | sapphire crystal | water-resistant up to 10 bar 
Pilot Chronoscope: self-winding movement J880.4 | stop function 
Pilot Automatic: self-winding movement J800.1.6
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Self-winding movement J800.1.6 | stainless steel case DLC-coated Ø 43.3 mm | bi-directional  
turning bezel | sapphire crystal | water-resistant up to 10 bar

Pilot Automatic  
Navy Blue
27/4397.00

Pilot Automatic
27/4491.00

The optimum readability of the Pilot Automatic is both crucial for pilots and satisfying for 
watch lovers. Based on authentic control panel instruments, the large numerals on the 
date display emphasise the cockpit character of the watch. The small second in the re-
cessed bowl-shaped dial ensures additional readability.
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The new models are particularly classic with a green dial which becomes increasingly 
darker towards the outside thanks to an effect lacquer. This harmonises well with the 
riveted vintage-look leather strap.

Stainless steel case Ø 43.3 mm | bi-directional turning bezel | sapphire crystal | water-resistant up to 10 bar
Pilot Chronoscope: self-winding movement J880.3 | stop function
Pilot Automatic: self-winding movement J800.1.6

Pilot Chronoscope
27/3492.00

Pilot Automatic
27/4495.00

It is an instantly recognisable watch, not least because of the striking pilot’s bezel with its twelve  
concave recesses. A special feature of this model is the highly polished case. The historical logo  
on the dial symbolises Junghans’ traditional affinity to aviation.

Self-winding movement J880.3 | stop function | stainless steel case Ø 43.3 mm | bi-directional turning bezel | 
 sapphire crystal | water-resistant up to 10 bar

Pilot Chronoscope
27/3493.00
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Self-winding movement J880.4 | stop function | stainless steel or DLC-coated case Ø 43.3 mm | 
bi-directional turning bezel | sapphire crystal | water-resistant up to 10 bar

Pilot Chronoscope
27/3794.00

Pilot Chronoscope
27/3591.00

One look at the Pilot Chronoscope Desert is enough to conjure up images of majes-
tic sand dunes in the mind’s eye. Whether you’re in the desert or in the city, by day 
or by night, the distinctive luminescent numerals and hands as well as the sapphire 
crystal with anti-reflection coating ensure optimum readability.

Pilot Chronoscope Desert
27/3398.00
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Elegance, technology and a sporty presentation combined in one extra ordinarily  beautiful 
watch. Elegant case shape and fine silver dial, technological scales for telemeter and 
 tachymeter, and the sporty aspects of striking luminescent numerals and hands. Today,  
the Telemeter is just as sensational as it was when it was first unveiled 70 years ago.

Self-winding movement J880.3 | stop function | tachymeter and telemeter scale |  
stainless steel case Ø 40.8 mm | sapphire crystal | glass case back | water-resistant up to 5 bar

Telemeter
27/3380.02

Telemeter
27/3880.46

The telemeter and tachymeter display were first combined in a 
 Junghans chronograph in 1951. This image shows historical brochures 

advertising the sporty-elegant watch.
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Telemeter Edition JF
27/3480.02

As an instrument watch, the Telemeter was usually built with a steel case in the 1950s.
Limited to 150 pieces, the Telemeter Edition JF (right) is inspired by one of the rare gold 
models (left) which Hannes Steim, Managing Partner of Junghans, acquired from the family 
of a deceased friend. 

Self-winding movement J880.3 | stop function | tachymeter and telemeter scale | stainless steel 
PVD-coated case Ø 40.8 mm | glass case back | sapphire crystal | water-resistant up to 5 bar |  
limited to 150 pieces



The enthusiasm for sports has a long history at Junghans, from hand 
 stopwatches in the 1920s to sports timekeeping where Junghans set new 
standards in the 1960s and after. In 1972, Junghans launched a sporty line of 
wristwatches. One of the most distinctive models quickly became a  coveted 
collector’s item.

1972
The historical archetype of 
the 1972 Competition

2120
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The 1972 Competition is inspired by this classic watch: The elliptical case and the pushers 
and crown placed at the top as on a hand-held stopwatch lend an extraordinary dynamism 
to the watch. The anthracite-coloured dial is in stark contrast to the orange of the totalisers 
and tachymeter scale. Includes state-of-the-art features: from the hard-wearing sapphire 
crystal and screwed crown to the bracelet fixed with stainless steel screws. 

Self-winding movement J880.5 | stop function | 
stainless steel case 45.5 x 41.0 mm | 
screwed crown | sapphire crystal | water- resistant 
up to 10 bar | limited to 1,972 pieces

1972 Competition
27/4203.00

23
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Fronten immer in 
Originalgröße

hier also 43,3 mm

Solar quartz movement J622.50 | stop function | alarm | power reserve up to 6 months | stainless steel 
case Ø 43.3 mm | turning bezel | sapphire crystal | key lock for alarm | water-resistant up to 10 bar

1972 Chronoscope Solar
14/4202.44

1972 Mega Solar
56/4211.44

1972 Chronoscope Solar
14/4200.00

1972 Mega Solar
56/4210.00

The design language of the 1970s has lost none of its fascination to this day. This is demonstrated by 
the solar-powered 1972 models: The massive shape of the case is characteristic, the orange colour 
accents are eye-catching, the square appliqués on the dial are striking and the overall look is sporty. 

Junghans multi-frequency radio-controlled solar movement J615.84 | power reserve up to 21 months |  
stainless steel case Ø 43.3 mm | turning bezel | key lock | sapphire crystal | water-resistant up to 10 bar
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1972 Chronoscope
Sports Edition 2024
41/4468.00

1972 Chronoscope
Sports Edition 2024
41/4467.00

Quartz movement J645.83 | stop function | stainless steel case Ø 43.3 mm | turning bezel |  
sapphire crystal | water-resistant up to 10 bar | limited to 200 watches each

A touch of classic motor racing is evident here. The limited 1972 Chronoscope Sports Edition 2024 
 features a striking double stripe, the historical Junghans logo and the number 6 in the form of a 
 starting number. The sporty watches are limited to 200 pieces each.

1972 Chronoscope
Sports Edition 2024
41/4466.00
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There are watches that look sporty. And there are those you can also wear while doing sporting 
 activities. Such as the Junghans watches that are ideally equipped for this, with their dynamic design, 
screwed crowns, robust straps, water resistance up to 20 bar – not forgetting the durable sapphire 
crystal. It is not only our watches that demonstrate their sportiness. Junghans also plays an active role 
in sports: as premium sponsor of the Bundesliga handball team Rhein-Neckar Löwen and the Junghans 
brand ambassadors: Ski jumpers Karl Geiger and Martin Hamann and the internationally successful 
wrestler Sandra Paruszewski.

Find out more about our cooperation partners 

„ Ski jumping is all about precision, dynamism and timing.  

 No wonder Junghans watches fascinate me.“  
 Karl Geiger, German ski jumper and Junghans Brand Ambassador

From the allure
        of sports and time.
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Quartz movement J645.83 | stop function | stainless steel case Ø 43.3 mm | turning bezel |  
case back with edition engraving | sapphire crystal | water-resistant up to 10 bar

For our cooperation partner, the Rhein-Neckar Löwen, we have designed a special fan watch in the 
club’s colours. The case back is decorated with the team’s successes and the engraving of a hand-
ball player. “In handball, every second counts, which is why our team, just like a Junghans movement, 
must be perfectly synchronised and perform reliably. With the jointly designed fan watch, 
we are combining the dynamism of handball with the precision of watchmaking,” says 
 Sebastian Hinze, coach of the Rhein-Neckar Löwen, who himself wears a Junghans watch. 
The fan watch is exclusively available from the Rhein-Neckar Löwen fan shop.

1972 Chronoscope
Sports Edition Rhein-Neckar Löwen
incl. yellow replacement strap
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Meister S  
Chronoscope
27/4227.00

Meister S  
Automatic
27/4211.00

At work. At sports. At leisure. Whatever you may be doing, the Meister S in midnight 
blue always retains its uncompromising functionality. And uncompromising aplomb. 
The ergonomic strap has a raised Junghans logo in the synthetic rubber, which allows 
the skin to breathe.

Meister S Chronoscope: self-winding movement J880.1 | stop function | stainless steel case  
Ø 45.0 mm | screwed crown
Meister S Automatic: self-winding movement J800.4 | stainless steel case Ø 44.2 mm | screwed crown

The models are fitted with sapphire crystal and are water-resistant up to 20 bar.
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Meister S 
Chronoscope

27/4228.44

Sporty. Masculine. Uncompromisingly resilient. All thanks to the solid, dynamically curved edge 
protection, anti-reflection sapphire crystal and water resistance up to 20 bar. The stainless steel 
bracelet is equipped with a fine adjustment feature that makes it easy to adjust the bracelet length.

Meister S 
Chronoscope
27/4023.44

Meister S
Automatic
27/4210.44

Meister S Chronoscope: self-winding movement J880.1 | stop function | stainless steel case  
Ø 45.0 mm | screwed crown
Meister S Automatic: self-winding movement J800.4 | stainless steel case Ø 44.2 mm | screwed crown

The models are fitted with sapphire crystal and are water-resistant up to 20 bar.
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Stainless steel, scratch-resistant ceramics and water-resistant up to 10 bar. The Spektrum Mega 
Solar is our sportiest radio-controlled watch. Powered by the energy of the sun, this watch is not 
only extraordinarily precise, but is also an extremely resources-efficient timepiece.

Junghans multi-frequency radio-controlled solar movement J615.84 | power reserve up to 21 months | 
stainless steel case Ø 41.6 mm | sapphire crystal | water-resistant up to 10 bar

Spektrum Mega Solar
18/1425.44
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   For some 
       master       pieces, 
   it’s all in     the name.  

3938
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The watches of the Junghans Meister range have provided reliable displays of time for 
people with style for almost a century, so it’s hardly surprising that they are the centre-
piece of our collection. Handcrafted with many years of experience, they captivate with 
many loving details. The curvaceous shape of the case with domed glasses, convex dials 
and bowlshaped sub dials create a three-dimensional, and strikingly elegant effect.  
A transparent case back provides a view of the decorated mechanical movements.

Self-winding movement J880.1 | stop function | stainless steel case Ø 40.7 mm | sapphire crystal | 
glass case back | water-resistant up to 5 bar

Meister Chronoscope
27/4224.02

Meister Chronoscope
27/4223.02
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Self-winding movement J880.1 | stop function | stainless steel case Ø 40.7 mm | sapphire crystal | 
glass case back | water-resistant up to 5 bar

Meister Chronoscope
27/4120.02

Meister Chronoscope
27/4222.02

Meister Chronoscope
27/4526.02
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The name speaks for itself. Watches from the Meister series stand for first-class timepieces popular 
with many Junghans fans. The new Meister Automatic impresses with its perfect proportions and 
understated elegance, while the Meister Chronoscope has sporty accents.

Meister Automatic
27/4416.02

Meister Chronoscope
27/4429.46

Meister Automatic
27/4417.46

Stainless steel case | sapphire crystal | glass case back | water-resistant up to 5 bar
Meister Automatic: self-winding movement J800.1 | case Ø 40.4 mm
Meister Chronoscope: self-winding movement J880.1 | stop function | case Ø 40.7 mm 
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Meister Chronoscope
27/7023.02

Meister Handaufzug
27/5002.02

This masterly elegant timepiece reflects the ceaseless motion of our planet: An hour disc 
displays the time in 24 separate locations simultaneously. The Meister Worldtimer is thus 
a constant reminder that although we may find ourselves in different time zones, we are 
always in the same moment.

Self-winding movement J820.5 | display for 24 world time zones | stainless steel case Ø 40.4 mm | 
sapphire crystal | glass case back | water-resistant up to 5 bar

Stylish combination of elegant design and mechanical precision: The subtle interplay between the 
rose gold-coloured case and the matt silver-plated dial makes the classic face of these models 
shine in warm tones. 

PVD-coated stainless steel case | sapphire crystal | glass case back | water-resistant up to 5 bar
Meister Chronoscope: self-winding movement J880.1 | stop function | case Ø 40.7 mm
Meister Handaufzug: hand-winding movement J815.1 | case Ø 37.7 mm

Meister Worldtimer
27/3011.45

Meister Worldtimer
27/3010.01
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A watch is a very special item of jewellery, as it provides an invaluable additional 
 benefit: time. The wearer is thus filled with a sense of joy each time they glance at the 
dial. Adorn yourself with the most valuable thing available to you: stylishly designed 
time well spent on the most beautiful things.

Stainless steel case | sapphire crystal | glass case back | water-resistant up to 5 bar 
Meister Automatic: self-winding movement J800.1 | case Ø 38.4 mm 
Meister Damen Automatic: self-winding movement J840.1 | case Ø 33.1 mm

Meister Automatic
27/4243.46

Meister Damen
Automatic
27/3242.00

Meister Damen Automatic 
27/3343.00
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Self-winding movement J800.1 | case 18 carat gold Ø 39.5 mm | sapphire crystal | 
domed sapphire crystal case back | water-resistant up to 3 bar |  
limited to 200 pieces each

Meister fein Automatic
Edition Erhard
27/9301.00

18 carat yellow gold

Meister fein Automatic
Edition Erhard
27/9300.00

18 carat white gold

Company founder Erhard Junghans laid the foundations for the company’s success. 
These edition models, each limited to 200 watches, pay tribute to this. Fine Roman numerals, 
which look like elongated indices, distinguish the dial with the historic Junghans lettering. 
The back is also dedicated to the company’s founder: The domed sapphire crystal case back 
bears his signature, the two-armed rotor has an engraved profile of Erhard Junghans. Be it 
in yellow or white gold, every glance at the Meister fein Automatic Edition Erhard brings 200 
years of watch history to life.
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The Meister fein Automatic Signatur excels with its many intricate, valuable details :  
such as the flat case, the domed face and glass case back made of anti- reflective 
 sapphire crystal. As the dial with the historical Junghans logo and the diamond-effect 
lines for the hour markers. Admire the specially developed two-armed rotor through  
the extra-large glass case back.

Meister fein Automatic
Signatur
27/4355.00

Meister fein Automatic
Signatur
27/4359.00

Self-winding movement J800.1 | stainless steel case Ø 39.5 mm | sapphire crystal |  
domed sapphire crystal case back | water-resistant up to 5 bar
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Meister fein Automatic
27/7150.00

Meister fein Automatic
27/4152.00

The meticulous, modern design of the Meister fein Automatic symbolises a whole 
new  geometry for the Meister line. The domed shape of the case and sapphire crystal 
 immediately draw the observer’s attention to the simple, yet superior design of the dial.

Self-winding movement J800.1 | stainless steel or PVD-coated case Ø 39.5 mm | sapphire crystal | 
glass case back | water-resistant up to 5 bar

Reduced in diameter, unchanged in design: the Meister fein Kleine Automatic retains the 
beautyfully shaped geometry of the watch in the new, even more filigree version. The delicate 
design is combined with a rich diversity of colours.

Self-winding movement J800.1 | stainless steel or sand gold PVD-coated case Ø 35.0 mm |  
sapphire crystal | glass case back | water-resistant up to 5 bar

Meister fein Kleine
Automatic
27/4230.00

Meister fein Kleine
Automatic
27/7232.00
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Express yourself with the Meister fein Automatic. The 12 o’clock index crafted with pre-
cious diamonds has its symmetrical counterpart in the vertically integrated Junghans logo 
at 6 o’clock. The hour markers and date display reiterate the colour of the strap.
Self-winding movement J800.1 | stainless steel case Ø 39.5 mm | sapphire crystal | glass case back | 
dial with diamonds | water-resistant up to 5 bar
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Meister fein Chronoscope 
Mega Solar
59/7201.00

Meister fein Chronoscope 
Mega Solar
59/4200.00

Junghans Connected RC solar movement J110 | stop function | perpetual calendar | power reserve  
up to 3 years | stainless steel or PVD-coated case Ø 39.5 mm | sapphire crystal | glass case back | 
water-resistant up to 5 bar

Filigree design. Precise connected radio-controlled movement. Sustainable solar power 
source. Practical stop function. Easy to operate despite complex technology. There is no 
denying that the Meister fein Chronoscope Mega Solar combines many excellent features.
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FORM A Chronoscope
27/4473.00

FORM A Chronoscope
27/4473.02

Self-winding movement J880.1 | stop function | PVD-coated stainless steel case Ø 42.0 mm |  
sapphire crystal | glass case back with Times Square motif | water-resistant up to 5 barFORM A Chronoscope

27/4370.0060

The FORM A Chronoscope impresses with its straightforward design, striking colours and 
enduring mechanics. A polished, deep black coated stainless steel case emphasises the 
simplistic design. The colour scheme of the watch series was inspired by a work of art 
by the British artist Richard Macneil. It shows the Times Square in New York in a blaze of 
colour that can only be experienced at night.
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FORM A Chronoscope
27/4370.00

FORM A Chronoscope
27/4370.02

Concave totalisers and the displays for the date and weekday are integrated into 
the distinct, symmetrical dial design. Colour accents are provided by the hour 
indices and baton hands and ensure reliable readability of the time thanks to the 
coating with coloured luminous substance. 

FORM A Chronoscope
27/4371.00

FORM A Chronoscope
27/4371.02

Self-winding movement J880.1 | stop function | PVD-coated stainless steel case Ø 42.0 mm |  
sapphire crystal | glass case back with Times Square motif | water-resistant up to 5 bar
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FORM A Chronoscope
27/4372.00

FORM A Chronoscope
27/4372.02

The pulsating energy of the metropolis is reflected in the print on the glass of the case 
back: It shows the “Times Square” motif in adapted colours. The self-winding movement 
underneath converts the wearer’s dynamic gestures into a precise, long-lasting time 
display.

Self-winding movement J880.1 | stop function | PVD-coated stainless steel case Ø 42.0 mm |  
sapphire crystal | glass case back with Times Square motif | water-resistant up to 5 bar

65
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FORM A
27/4730.00

FORM A Titan
27/2000.00

FORM C: quartz movement J645.85 | stop function | stainless steel case Ø 40.0 mm | water-resistant up to 5 bar
FORM A: self-winding movement J800.2 | stainless steel case Ø 39.3 mm | tinted case back |  
water-resistant up to 5 bar
FORM A Titan: self-winding movement J800.2 | titanium case Ø 40.0 mm | tinted case back |  
water-resistant up to 10 bar

All models are fitted with sapphire crystal 

FORM C
41/4770.00

Form follows function: a design principle which has helped  elevate the worldwide standing of 
German industrial design. Beholden to this design style, the name of the FORM collection is 
no coincidence – but rather is representative of consistent reduction and stylish practicality.
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Milano Mega Solar
56/4220.00
incl. milanaise strap

Let the sun shine in: Highly efficient solar cells are fitted in the Milano Mega Solar and Milano 
Solar to guarantee provision of the necessary energy. Glass solar dials which absorb the valuable 
sunlight are machined in our polishing and printing facilities over multiple working stages.

Stainless steel case | sapphire crystal | water-resistant up to 5 bar 
Milano Solar: Solar quartz movement J622.10 | power reserve up to 4 months | case Ø 37.0 mm
Milano Mega Solar: Junghans multi-frequency radio-controlled solar movement J615.84 | power reserve  
up to 21 months | case Ø 39.2 mm

Milano Solar
14/4061.44FORM Damen

47/4255.00
FORM Damen
47/4256.00

FORM Damen
47/4851.44

C’est FORMidable! The FORM Damen by Junghans is an adornment of minimalistic zeitgeist 
on your wrist. Light and simply designed, it is the perfect accessory for every modern look. 
The replacement straps with quick-release function allows the wearer to swap the colour 
arrangement on the watch with almost no effort at all. 

Quartz movement J645.36 | stainless steel or PVD-coated case Ø 34.1 mm | sapphire crystal |  
water-resistant up to 5 bar
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Junghans multi-frequency radio-controlled solar movement J615.84 | power reserve up to 21 months | 
ceramic case Ø 40.4 mm | sapphire crystal | water-resistant up to 5 bar

Force Mega Solar
18/1133.44

Force Mega Solar
18/1400.44

Force Mega Solar
18/1436.44

Junghans is regarded as a pioneer of the radio-controlled wristwatch and this technology 
has been an integral part of the collection since the presentation of the Mega 1 in 1990. 
Since radio-controlled watches still offer the most precise time display today, this timepiece 
is a reliable companion in any given situation.
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Force Mega Solar
18/1401.00

Force Mega Solar
18/1402.00

Force Mega Solar
18/1000.00

Force Mega Solar
18/1002.00

The Force Mega Solar combines high wearing comfort and coolness with enormous everyday 
usability. This is underlined not least by the easy-to-read big date, the hands and numerals, 
which are coated with environmentally friendly luminous substance – matching the colour of  
the synthetic rubber strap. 

Junghans multi-frequency radio-controlled solar movement J615.84 | power reserve up to 21 months | 
ceramic case Ø 40.4 mm | sapphire crystal | water-resistant up to 5 bar
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Original max bill 
watches: 
Time passes.  
Good design remains.

The mechanical wristwatch series that Junghans designed in collaboration with Max Bill 
in 1961 is still being produced practically unchanged to this day – from the puristic dial 
with distinctly rounded numerals conceived especially for this product, to the domed 
crystal and flat appearance of the case. 

Hand-winding movement J805.1 | stainless steel case Ø 34.0 mm | sapphire crystal | water-resistant up to 5 bar

max bill Handaufzug
27/3701.02

„watches, as far away removed from any fashion as possible, as timeless 
as can be conceived without forgetting the time.“
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The state-run Bauhaus was founded more 
than 100 years ago, and was to prove a 
long-standing influence on the fields of 
architecture, art and design. Junghans 
retains a very special connection with 
the minimalistic style of this school of 
thought through Bauhaus scholar Max 
Bill. The philosophy of the Bauhaus lives 
on in our max bill models.

Time for Bauhaus.

max bill Automatic
Bauhaus
27/4308.02

Self-winding movement J800.1 | black PVD-coated stainless steel case Ø 38.0 mm | sapphire crystal | case back 
with Bauhaus motif | water-resistant up to 5 bar

Beauty fehlt noch
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max bill Automatic
Bauhaus  
27/4009.02

max bill Chronoscope 
Bauhaus 
27/4303.02

Stainless steel case | sapphire crystal | glass case back with Bauhaus motif |  
water-resistant up to 5 bar
max bill Automatic Bauhaus: self-winding movement J800.1 | case Ø 38.0 mm
max bill Chronoscope Bauhaus: self-winding movement J880.2 | stop function |  
case Ø 40.0 mm

Minimalistic design with red highlights: the red doors of the Bauhaus building are adopted by the 
Bauhaus models in the line – this detail immediately caught the attention of Max Bill on his very first 
visit to Dessau. The windows in the Bauhaus image on the case back provide a fascinating insight:  
it allows the observer to view the mechanical movement inside.

Self-winding movement J800.5 | stainless steel case Ø 40.0 mm | glass case back with Bauhaus motif |  
water-resistant up to 5 bar

max bill Regulator
Bauhaus
27/4493.02
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max bill Automatic
27/4002.46

Stainless steel case | sapphire crystal | water-resistant up to 5 bar
max bill Chronoscope: self-winding movement J880.2 | stop function | case Ø 40.0 mm
max bill Automatic: self-winding movement J800.1 | case Ø 38.0 mm

max bill Chronoscope
27/4003.46

The most striking feature on the max bill Regulator is its radical division of hour, minute and second. 
The time is split into its three basic elements, allowing the observer to focus entirely on any one of his 
or her choice.

Self-winding movement J800.5 | stainless steel case Ø 40.0 mm | sapphire crystal | water-resistant up to 5 bar

max bill Regulator
27/4492.46
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As with all pieces in this collection, the design of the mechanical max bill Chronoscope is highly impres-
sive due to its focus on the bare essentials. This is clearly evidenced in the plain, minimalistic design of 
the dial. Relinquishing display of the small seconds creates a particularly striking symmetry.

Self-winding movement J880.2 | stop function | stainless steel case Ø 40.0 mm | sapphire crystal | 
water-resistant up to 5 bar

max bill Chronoscope 
27/4600.02

Perfect proportions, no unnecessary embellishments: a concept which ensures that 
the max bill watches of today look just as modern as they did more than 60 years ago. 
 Luminous dots at the 3, 6 and 9 o’clock positions, with double dots at 12 o’clock are  
 typical features of this series and guarantee optimum readability of the time.

Self-winding movement J800.1 | stainless steel case Ø 38.0 mm or Ø 34.0 mm | sapphire crystal | 
water-resistant up to 5 bar

max bill Kleine Automatic 
27/4105.02

max bill Automatic
27/4700.02
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Junghans connected RC solar movement J101.85 | power reserve up to 3 years | stainless steel or 
PVD-coated case Ø 38.0 mm | sapphire crystal | case back with motif print | water-resistant up to 5 bar

max bill Mega Solar 
59/7324.02

max bill Mega Solar 
59/4325.02

For designer Max Bill, visual sustainability was of paramount importance. This is a claim 
that the max bill Mega Solar combines with energy sustainability: the highly efficient 
app-connected RC movement is powered by the sun. A perpetual calendar, automatic 
changeover between summer and winter time and easy adjustment of the time zones 
using the crown or the Junghans app make the watch fit for today, tomorrow and the 
day after tomorrow. 
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Junghans connected RC solar movement J101.85 | power reserve up to 3 years | titanium case Ø 38.0 mm | 
sapphire crystal | water-resistant up to 5 bar

max bill Mega Solar 
59/2020.02

max bill Mega Solar 
59/2022.46

Made of skin-friendly titanium – which is non-corroding, temperature-resistant and 
surprisingly light – this version of the max bill Mega Solar is particularly pleasant to 
wear due to its vegetable-tanned leather strap.

max bill Mega Solar 
59/2021.02
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Self-winding movement J800.1 | PVD-coated stainless steel case | sapphire crystal |  
water-resistant up to 5 bar 
max bill Automatic: case Ø 38.0 mm 
max bill Kleine Automatic: case Ø 34.0 mm

max bill Kleine Automatic
27/7108.02

max bill Automatic
27/7806.02

As concise as it is functional: Clear arrangement of the dial ensures a very quick and 
easy read. Suitable for every wrist: whether a larger max bill Automatic or a smaller 
version in the size of the original.

max bill Automatic
27/7002.02
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Style is not only lived out on one’s wrist, 
but also in one’s home. What could be more 
appropriate in this  regard, than raising the 
ambience with a design icon from  Junghans? 
The highly aesthetic, puristic wall clocks and 
table clocks from the max bill line are a state-
ment in every room.  However: it is not least 
the contrasts that add  intrigue to the home. 
The design objects  designed by Max Bill 
can create a tempting  contrast and stylish 
 accentuations in practically any environment.
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max bill Tischuhr
RC (EU) 383/2200.00
Quartz 363/2210.00

Max Bill fashioned time for rooms in 1958, in cooperation with Junghans. The  puristic 
home accessories enhance every room with exquisitely crafted time. These table 
clocks are available either with radio-controlled or quartz movement, and in white  
satin finish, walnut or black piano lacquer wooden housing.

RC movement J780 (EU) or quartz movement J738 | wooden case with mineral crystal |  
Measurements: 164 x 174 mm

max bill Tischuhr
RC (EU) 383/2202.00
Quartz 363/2212.00

Ultimate simplicity combined with optimum readability: The max bill wall clocks are 
a puristic statement for every room. The dial is encased in a satin-finished, narrow 
front ring diamond-cut aluminium housing. Available either with radio-controlled or 
quartz movement.

RC movement J780 (EU) or quartz movement J738 | aluminium satin-finished case with mineral crystal | 
Ø 22 or 30 cm

max bill Wanduhr Ø 30 cm
RC (EU) 374/7000.00
Quartz 367/6046.00

max bill Wanduhr Ø 30 cm
RC (EU) 374/7001.00
Quartz 367/6047.00
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Sustainable design, imagination and craftmanship with meticulous 
 attention to detail: Our passion, to create time as beautifully as 
 possible, is  evident in every single Junghans watch. We are willing to 
give every thing to this end: From the initial draft to the finished watch 
– our aim is always to provide the function with the best possible form. 
A  conscientious design process is implemented from the very first 
step to the very last: Every meticulously measured individual part is 
 subjected to intensive quality control as early as the realisation phase. 
This is  imperative if process reliability is to be guaranteed for produc-
tion, whereby numerous individual components are assembled to make 
up an authentic Junghans worthy not only of the classification ‘Made in 
 Germany’, but specifically “Made in Schramberg”.

Production: Meticu-
lous manual crafts-
manship is applied to 
assemble numerous 
individual parts to 
make up an authentic 
Junghans.

Quality: In a final 
inspection, every 
individual watch 
undergoes a 100% 
visual and technical 
check manually.

Parts manufacturing:  
In our printing facility 
the face of the watch 
is given its definitive 
features. Dials and 
date discs for selected 
models are printed and 
 refined with utmost tact 
and intuition.

Service: That which 
lasts, lasts still 
longer: thanks to 
experienced hands 
performing repairs 
on your watch.

Design engineering: 
For the production 
process, final details 
are determined and 
tolerances defined. 
Turning the idea into 
reality.

Character: In the 
same way as a 
 finger print is like no 
other, every watch is 
provided with char-
acteristic  Junghans 
features.

Design: The idea 
for a watch is born. 
Before the digital 
design phase begins, 
our creative product 
 designer first com-
pletes a hand-drawn 
sketch. 

Walking through the process to achieve a perfect result.

Made in Schramberg.
The art of providing 
form to a function.
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A thrilling journey through time. 
 
The Junghans 
Terrassenbau Museum.
Designed by Stuttgart’s industrial architect Philipp Jakob Manz, the  Junghans 
 terrace building is one of the most spectacular industrial constructions of the 
early 20th  century – an edifice representative of architectural history and watch-
making tradition like no other. This distinction was honoured in 2018 with the 
opening of the  Junghans Terrassenbau Museum in  commemoration of its 100th 
anniversary. Extensively  renovated, the listed building invites you along for a most 
fascinating journey through time – From the world- renowned Black Forest clocks 
and the history of  Junghans, up until the days of orchestrions and musical clocks. 
More information can be found at  www.junghans-terrassenbau-museum.de  
– we look forward to seeing you!
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The company Diehl GmbH assumes a majority share. Junghans becomes the third 
largest manufacturer of chronometers worldwide, and the following year unveils  
the very first automatic chronometer calibre with the J83. The collaboration with  
Max Bill begins.

In its 100th anniversary year, Junghans is exporting watches to 100  different 
countries, with 20,000 watches and alarm clocks being produced daily. 
The wristwatches designed by Max Bill are unveiled.

Junghans present the first high-precision Astro-Quartz quartz watch.  
As official timekeeper of the 1972 Olympic Games, new standards are being set 
in sports timekeeping.

After the first serially produced radio-controlled table clock (1985),  Junghans 
introduce the worldwide first radio-controlled wristwatch. The Junghans 
Mega 1. The futuristic asymmetric form was devised in  collaboration with 
FROG Design.

1956

1961

1971

1990

A journey through time
In collaboration with his brother-in-law, Erhard Junghans establishes 
“Zeller & Junghans“ as a business producing clock parts.  
 Initially  manufacturing components for Black Forest clocks, the first  
of their own clocks appeared in 1866.

An annual production of three million clocks cements Junghans’s position as the 
largest clock manufacturer on earth. In the meantime, with production sites 
and subsidiaries not only in the Black Forest, but also in other locations  including 
 Venice and Paris. 

Designed by architect Philipp Jakob Manz, the 9-level terrace  building 
was completed after a two year construction period. The first  Junghans 
hand-wound watches were produced here in 1927.

Numerous movements were designed and manufactured here from the 
1930s. The premium calibres are the heart of the Meister watches, and go 
on to augment the collection onwards of 1936. 

1861

1903

1918

1936
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Fancy more Junghans history and stories? 
You can find a more detailed presentation of our company and product  
history on our website www.junghans.de or in our digital archive.

2017

2018

2021

2023

2013A cultural heritage worth protecting: The Steim family purchases buildings of  significance 
on the plot in the Geisshalde, not least the now listed terrace  building. At the same 
time, investments are made in new assembly lines and the development of new genera-
tions of movements.  

The new FORM line stands for a clear design language in the tradition of the 
 globally-renowned German industrial design. 

The 100th anniversary of the terrace building is honoured with the opening of a 
museum sharing the same name, and the Meister Chronoscope Terrassenbau 
models. With development of the connected RC movement J101, Junghans once 
again set new standards when it comes to precision and aesthetics. 

160 years of Junghans – and the story continues. Special anniversary  models  
are being created with meticulous attention to detail – such as the 
Meister   Signatur Handaufzug Edition 160.

We are honouring the 200th birthday of company founder Erhard  Junghans 
with two limited anniversary models in gold. With the Meister fein  Chronoscope 
Mega Solar, Junghans presents the first app-connected radio- controlled watch 
with solar power and chronoscope function. 

Milestone after milestone: After the first analog radio-controlled watch, 
new models follow with the most diverse materials and configurations, such as 
the first solar-powered radio-controlled watch in a ceramic case.  Variants 
for the US and Japanese markets are introduced.

Junghans is acquired by the luxury goods group EGANAGoldpfeil.

With the patented multi-frequency radio-controlled movement, 
 Junghans watches are now able to receive time signals in different 
 countries.

Junghans proves their mechanical competence with the intricate 
J325 hand-winding movement. A multitude of components for the 
 Erhard  Junghans 1 model, an homage to the company’s founder, are  designed 
and produced in Schramberg. 

Outstanding prospects for the Junghans brand and the Schramberg site: With 
the new owners, Dr. Hans-Jochem and Hannes Steim, the company regains its 
 independence.

Junghans celebrates its 150th anniversary – with an official  ceremony 
on its jubilee day and opening of the new company museum a day later. 
New life is breathed into the Meister range.

2004
2000

1995

2009

2008

2011
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All Junghans wristwatches are equipped with 
durable sapphire crystal and are perfectly 
equipped to cope with the demands of daily 
life. For more information on the watches, 
e.g. strap, water resistance and language 
 variants of the date display, please refer to the 
 enclosed price list.

If you have any questions, please contact 
your local Junghans partner. He will be happy 
to  advise you on choosing the right Junghans 
watch for you.

An overview

of  time.
The Junghans

collection.
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P
IL

O
T Pilot 

Chronoscope 
27/3590.00 

Pilot 
Chronoscope Desert 
27/3398.00 

Pilot 
Automatic 
27/4490.00

Pilot 
Automatic Navy Blue 
27/4397.00

Pilot
Chronoscope 
27/3591.00 

Pilot 
Chronoscope 
27/3492.00 

Pilot 
Automatic
27/4491.00

Pilot 
Chronoscope 
27/3493.00 

Pilot 
Automatic 
27/4495.00

Pilot 
Chronoscope 
27/3794.00 
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Telemeter
27/3380.02 

Telemeter Edition JF
27/3480.02

Telemeter
27/3880.46

TE
LE

M
ET

ER

19
72

1972 Competition
27/4203.00 

1972 Chronoscope Solar 
14/4200.00

1972 Mega Solar 
56/4210.00 

1972 Chronoscope Solar 
14/4202.44

1972 Mega Solar 
56/4211.44
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1972 Chronoscope
Sports Edition 2024
41/4466.00

1972 Chronoscope
Sports Edition 2024
41/4467.00

1972 Chronoscope
Sports Edition 2024
41/4468.00

M
EI

S
TE

R

Meister S 
Automatic 

27/4210.44

Meister S 
Automatic 
27/4211.00 

Meister S 
Chronoscope 

27/4228.44 

Meister S 
Chronoscope

27/4023.44 

Meister S 
Chronoscope 

27/4227.00 
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Meister Chronoscope
27/4224.02 

Meister Chronoscope
27/4526.02 

Meister Chronoscope
27/4223.02

Meister Chronoscope
27/4429.46

Meister Chronoscope
27/4222.02 

Meister Chronoscope
27/4120.02 

Meister Chronoscope
27/7023.02 

Meister Automatic
27/4243.46 

Meister Automatic
27/4416.02 

Meister Automatic
27/4417.46

Meister Handaufzug
27/5002.02 

Meister Handaufzug
27/3200.02 

Meister Handaufzug
27/3504.02 

Meister Worldtimer
27/3011.45 

Meister Worldtimer
27/5012.01

Meister Worldtimer
27/3010.01 
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Meister fein Automatic
Signatur
27/4355.00 

Meister fein Automatic
Signatur
27/4359.00 

Meister fein Automatic 
Edition Erhard
27/9301.00

Meister fein Automatic 
Edition Erhard
27/9300.00

Meister fein 
Kleine Automatic
27/7232.00

Meister fein 
Kleine Automatic
27/4230.00 

Meister fein 
Kleine Automatic
27/4231.00 

Meister fein  
Automatic
27/4356.00 

Meister fein  
Automatic
27/4357.00 

Meister fein  
Automatic
27/4358.00 

Meister fein  
Automatic
27/7150.00 

Meister fein  
Automatic
27/4152.00 

Meister fein  
Automatic
27/4154.00 

Meister fein  
Automatic
27/4153.44 

Meister Damen 
Automatic
27/3343.00 

Meister Damen 
Automatic
27/3242.00 
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Meister fein Chronoscope
Mega Solar
59/7201.00 

Meister fein Chronoscope
Mega Solar
59/4200.00 

FO
RM

FORM A Chronoscope 
27/4370.00

FORM A Chronoscope 
27/4370.02

FORM A Chronoscope 
27/4371.00

FORM A Chronoscope 
27/4371.02

FORM A Chronoscope 
27/4372.00

FORM A Chronoscope 
27/4372.02

FORM A Chronoscope 
27/4473.00

FORM A Chronoscope 
27/4473.02
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FORM A Titan 
27/2002.00 

FORM A Titan 
27/2000.00 

FORM A
27/4239.00 

FORM Damen
47/4255.00 

FORM Damen
47/4256.00 

FORM Damen
47/4851.44 

FORM Damen
47/4055.00 

FORM C
41/4876.00 

FORM C
41/4770.00 

FORM C
41/4771.00 

FORM C
41/4877.44 

FORM Quarz
41/4885.00 

FORM Quarz
41/4884.00 

FORM A
27/4731.00 

FORM A
27/4730.00 
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FO
R

C
E

S
P

EK
T

R
U

M

M
IL

A
N

O

Milano Solar
14/4062.00 

Milano Solar
14/4061.44 

Spektrum Mega Solar
18/1425.44 

Milano Mega Solar
56/4628.44 
incl. leather strap

Milano Mega Solar
56/4220.00 
incl. milanaise bracelet

Force Mega Solar
18/1002.00 

Force Mega Solar
18/1401.00 

Force Mega Solar
18/1402.00 

Force Mega Solar
18/1133.44 

Force Mega Solar
18/1938.44 

Force Mega Solar
18/1436.44 

Force Mega Solar
18/1000.00 

Force Mega Solar
18/1400.44
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max bill Automatic 
Bauhaus
27/4009.02 

max bill Automatic 
Bauhaus
27/4308.02

max bill Automatic
27/3502.02 

max bill Automatic
27/3500.02 

max bill Automatic
27/3501.02 

max bill Automatic
27/4002.46 

max bill Automatic
27/3400.02 

max bill Handaufzug
27/3701.02 

max bill Handaufzug
27/3702.02 

max bill Handaufzug
27/5703.02 

max bill Handaufzug
27/3004.46 

max bill Handaufzug
27/3700.02 

JU
N

G
H

A
N

S
m

a
x

 b
il

l

max bill Automatic
27/4701.02 
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max bill Chronoscope
27/4003.46 

max bill Mega Solar
59/4325.02

max bill Mega Solar
59/7324.02 

max bill Mega Solar 
59/2020.02 

max bill Mega Solar 
59/2021.02 

max bill Mega Solar 
59/2023.02 

max bill Mega Solar 
59/2022.46 

max bill Mega Solar
Bauhaus 
59/2326.02

max bill Chronoscope
27/4502.02 

max bill Automatic
27/4700.02 

max bill Automatic
27/7806.02 

max bill Chronoscope
Bauhaus
27/4303.02 

max bill Chronoscope
27/4600.02 

max bill Automatic
27/7002.02

max bill Regulator 
27/4492.46 

max bill Regulator
Bauhaus 
27/4493.02
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max bill 
Kleine Automatic
27/7108.02 

max bill 
Kleine Automatic
27/4107.02 

max bill 
Kleine Automatic
27/4106.46 

max bill 
Kleine Automatic
27/4105.02 

max bill Damen
47/4251.02

max bill Damen
47/4252.02

max bill Damen
47/4540.02 

max bill Damen
47/4541.02

max bill Damen
47/7853.02

max bill Damen
47/7854.02

max bill Quarz
41/4562.02

max bill Quarz
41/4461.02 

max bill Quarz
41/7872.02 

max bill Quarz
41/4465.02 

max bill Quarz
41/4463.46

max bill Quarz
41/4817.02 
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max bill Tischuhr
RC (EU) 383/2200.00
Quartz 363/2210.00

max bill Tischuhr
RC (EU) 383/2201.00
Quartz 363/2211.00

max bill Tischuhr
RC (EU) 383/2202.00
Quartz 363/2212.00

max bill Wanduhr Ø 30 cm
RC (EU) 374/7000.00
Quartz 367/6046.00

max bill Wanduhr Ø 22 cm
RC (EU) 374/7002.00
Quartz 367/6049.00

max bill Wanduhr Ø 30 cm
RC (EU) 374/7001.00
Quartz 367/6047.00

max bill Wanduhr Ø 22 cm
RC (EU) 374/7003.00
Quartz 367/6048.00
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This catalogue exhibits our current collection. Your local
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